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m At the end of another eventful year for compounds, it is wortli taking a closer laoli at the reasons fo 1 the device market’s success. 
Y 
ears ago I recall conference 
discussions about how 
cheap we were going to 
have to make devices. -This was 
deemed to be almost unreachable 
- the devices were going to have 
to be as cheap or cheaper than 
the box they were going to go in! 
However, at that time we were 
not to know just how different 
the marketplace was going to 
become. In fact it has changed out 
of all recognition. Today, the 
device cost is less imdportant than 
the money that can be made from 
the services it allows you to sell. 
This is a revelation and has great 
significance for what are perceived 
to be pricier components - those 
based on Ill-Vs. 
Free with petrol 
Your average handset phone is 
now so cheap that you are 
frequently offered them free. The 
joke is that you might even get 
one free next time you buy petrol. 
So keen are suppliers to get you to 
use their phone to make calls, 
they will in effect write off the 
cost of making the phone. 
We have in our hands some of 
the most intricate miniaturised 
electronics ever made. A hand- 
set is worth hundreds of dollars 
and yet when we need another 
- one with a longer talk time-we 
throw it away and use the new 
one. Few offers encourage 
recycling, which means all that 
expensive technology has a 
working life of only a few 
months. This is an appalling 
waste of electronics, and esp- 
ecially GaAs! 
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In the past, you bought a ndw 
gadget at a high price to be the 
first to get one and a trendsetter. 
This was the case for colaur TVs 
and VCRs, latterly for gamps 
consoles and DVD. 
/ 
But then came the sea change 
when it was realised that what the 
gadget would cost to make or its 
retail price was less important. 
Much more money could be made 
over the sign-up period through 
after-sales services rather than 
profit from the handset sale. For a 
while it looked as if it was only 
going to be handsets that 
adopted this scheme. For examp!e, 
VCRs are cheaper than they have 
ever been since they are a matuie 
products nearing the end of their 
life cycle, but you don’t get one 
free so that you can rent a tape; 
The same applies to the lat+t 
fashionable appliance, DVD pIa)- 
ers. However, maybe their makers 
should take note of the purveyors 
of satellite TV, another big market 
for GaAs MMICs. For a nominal 
fee you get free installation of 
dish and receiver, but you must 
rent the services (e.g. films and 
sports programmes) for a minim- 
um period. They also offer pay- 
per-view; on average these will 
more than make up for the “free” 
receiver. Most of these appliances 
all contain MMICs, but it’s not yet 
the case for opto devices. Perhaps 
Sony will provide Playstation 2 
consoles free with a good game; 
the PS2 plays DVDs equally well. 
Costs irrelevant 
It used to be said that you couldn’t 
build a market on devices that are 
too expensive, but there are signs 
that this precept is in need of 
some reconsideration. If we 
extrapolate the present situation 
for hands+ or DBS receivers then 
actual deyice cost is becoming 
irrelevant. i 
If this trknd is taken just a few 
steps furtqer, there is going to be 
a lot more scope for “expensive” 
devices than previously thought. 
And this dill happen much earlier 
in the market growth cycle, which 
is good news for the makers of 
complex 1 devices built on 
compound, semiconductors. 
Fickle fashions 
But you still have to choose with 
care. Iridium’s backers thought 
prospects *were good, but not 
enough @eople wanted “go- 
anywhere’” voice communications. 
It seemed :a good bet but failed 
for many reasons, not the least of 
which wds the fickleness of 
fashion. 
The trick is in coming up with a 
suitable gadget that will provide 
the means for its users to buy 
services. Moreover, when shifting 
them in volume - because the 
services are so popular - unit cost 
by that stage will have dropped 
significantly. 
Does this mean that the 
otherwise expensive InP will soon 
carve a place in the market? Blue 
lasers too? The answer is yes, 
provided that they are incor- 
porated into an appliance which 
has the potential for service 
payback over the long-term. All in 
all, a sobering thought as we exit 
the first year of the new century. 
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